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ABSTRACT 

The heat transfer rate from a high enthalpy gas to 

the walls of a diverging nozzle, through which the gas 

was flowing, has been experimentally determined. The ex¬ 

perimental results are compared with the predictions of 

several theories for the heat transfer through a laminar 

boundary layer from a high velocity gas flow. Theories 

for both reacting and non-reacting gases have been con¬ 

sidered, An empirical equation which accounts for the 

conical flow effects is presented. 

Experimentally determined rates were found to be as 

much as ten times as large as predicted values. Discus¬ 

sion of the possible causes of disagreement is included. 

This discussion indicates the necessity for further in¬ 

vestigation using surface temperature thermometers with 

rapid response, particularly near the nozzle throat. The 

need for reliable free stream property measurements is 

also indicated. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A - Area 

C - (/», /Uw)/(/»e /Je), Chapman - Rubesin factor 

C^ - Coefficient of friction 

CH - q//°ue
cp(Te “ 

T
w), Stanton number 

c^ - mass fraction of the x.th species 

Cp - constant pressure specific heat 

E - ionization energy 

h - specific enthalpy 

h^ - enthalpy of formation of the -tth species 

I - h + ue^/2, total enthalpy 

Ip - partial enthalpy, defined by Eq. 10 

k - thermal conductivity 

l - plate thickness 

m^ - mass of the -tth species 

P - pressure 

Pr - Cp/u/k 

q - heat transfer per unit time per unit area 

R - specific gas constant 

r - recovery factor; radius 

Re - y«ues//4 , Reynolds number 

S - length along nozzle wall(see Figure 3) 

T - temperature 

t - time 

u - velocity 

x - degree of ionization 
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X - length(see Figure 3) 

a. - thermal diffusivity 

^ - integration variable, time 

jU - viscosity 

P - density 

- wall shear force 

0C - cone half angle 

S* - boundary layer displacement thickness 

SUBSCRIPTS 

A - atom 

A+ - ion 

e - free stream condition; electron 

eff - effective 

i - insulator 

m - metal 

o - stagnation state 

r - recovery temperature 

w - wall 

SUPERSCRIPTS 

' - evaluated at reference temperature, given by Eq. 5 

* - critical state (area ratio = 1.0) 

Note: Text will make usage clear where one symbol has been 
used to define two different quantities. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The ultimate goal of any heat transfer study is to de¬ 

termine the quantitative effect of such a transfer of heat 

on the solution of a specific problem. However, for the 

purpose of making a prediction of the heat transfer losses 

from a particular configuration, it is first necessary to 

perform a qualitative analysis to determine the magnitudes 

of the various heat transfer mechanisms involved for the 

situation under consideration. In this study, the magni¬ 

tude of forced convection heat transfer from a high velocity 

gas to a surface is determined and compared with experimen¬ 

tally measured heat transfer rates. A boundary layer analy¬ 

sis of the high enthalpy flow of helium was made for two 

cases: 7) the gas considered to be non-reacting, and 2) the 

gas considered to be partially ionized. 

Although there have been many studies of the heat trans 

fer from high velocity gases, in general they have been mod¬ 

el studies; the problem of heat transfer from partly ionized 

gases to nozzle walls has received little attention. Be¬ 

cause heat transfer to the nozzle wall represents an energy 

loss, any application of a nozzle as a plasma accelerator, 

for example as a proplusion device, must properly account 

for this loss in any evaluation of its overall efficiency. 

The basic aim of this program was to experimentally ob¬ 

tain the rate of heat transfer to the nozzle wall, and com¬ 

pare these results with the analytical predictions for the 
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convective heat transfer rate for both the reacting and non¬ 

reacting gas cases. In this manner, it can be ascertained 

if the heat transfer rates from a plasma which is flowing 

supersonically through a nozzle can be satisfactorily pre¬ 

dicted by an existing convective heat transfer analysis. The 

scope of this study is limited to convective heat transfer; 

the effects of radiation are neglected, although some comments 

on this mechanism are made. 

Because of the preliminary nature of this investigation, 

the flow over a flat plate was chosen to be the working mod¬ 

el since extensive analytical and experimental data are a- 

vailable for this type flow. Also, the assumption was made 

that the flow outside the boundary layer was parallel and 

uniform. Since a conical diverging nozzle was employed in 

the experimental investigations, the flow was not parallel 

and uniform. An empirical equation which accounts for the 

effects of conical flow is presented. 
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EXPERIMENTAL HEAT TRANSFER DETERMINATION 

The experimental determination of the heat transfer to 

a surface depends on being able to accurately appraise the 

temperature of that surface. However, the temperature of a 

surface exposed to a high velocity gas flow is extremely 

difficult to measure. Another condition which complicates 

the analysis, especially for an arc-jet facility, is that 

the heat transfer rate is time dependent. Thus, to correct¬ 

ly evaluate the heat transfer, a transient analysis must be 

performed. If a thin conductor is mounted on a semi-infinite 

insulator, as shown in Figure f, the unsteady, one-dimen¬ 

sional heat conduction may be analytically expressed in terms 

of the interface temperature T and the properties of the • 

materials. If the conductor is very thin, then it may be 

assumed that the temperature at the interface of the conduc¬ 

tor and insulator (point T, Figure I,) is the temperature of 

the surface. Making this assumption, the heat conduction 

problem is reduced to one of conduction in a semi-infinite, 

homogeneous body, with an additional term included to com¬ 

pensate for the presence of the thin metal conductor, 

Vidal (D* showed that a first order approximation for 

the surface temperature in this circumstance is given by 

i 

o 

-l^-T dA 
(*~A)V* 

Numbers in parenthesis refer to the references on 
pages 28 - 29. 
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The subscripts in and i denote the plate and the insulator, 

respectively. is an integration variable. T(t) is the 

time dependent surface temperature. q(t) is the heat trans¬ 

fer rate as a function of time. I is the plate thickness and 

t is the time, k,^> , and cp are the thermal conductivity, 

density, and constant pressure specific heat, respectively. 

Eq. J may be inverted in closed form to yield the heat trans¬ 

fer rate as a function of the surface temperature. The re¬ 

sult is / 

a .ft) - Ttti + 1 /-■)? Tft) -VTTffl J? Rx-Pfrlw n y 
" VP nw\ M ’JA 

One of the primary assumptions employed in this derivation is 

that t is small, so that t/rckm is very small. In this study, 

t - 0,005 inches, and the metal is copper; thus £/rtkm *= 

- 7 
6.0 x 10 , which is a sufficiently small value for this pa¬ 

rameter. The term in brackets is also quite small. There¬ 

fore, the last term in Eq, 2 is negligible compared to 

T(t)/f5 and is hereafter neglected. With this simplifica¬ 

tion Eq, 2 becomes 
t 

Z Ttt) 1 PNTA
7 T(-fr) - {J1 TU) 

(.3J 

When T(t), as measured, is of the form T(t) = at*5, which was 

the case in this work, the integrand in Eq, 3 approaches in- 

finity at a rate proportional to (t -) 0 when ^-♦t, but 

the integral has a finite value. The heat transfer rates 

were computed from Eq, 3. Simpson’s rule was used to eval- 
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uate the integral, except for the last interval before ^ = t. 

In this last interval a Taylor series approximation to the 

integrand was made and the result integrated analytically. 

Eq. 3 is seen to be independent of the slope of the tem¬ 

perature-time curve, being dependent only on the magnitude 

of the surface temperature at specific times. This important 

feature of Vidal's approach eliminates the inaccuracies which 

arise from reading slopes of experimentally measured tempera¬ 

ture-time curves. 

One of the basic criteria for the validity of this gage 

is that the characteristic time of the gage, l2/am, where am 

is the thermal diffusivity of the metal, is small compared 

with the time intervals of interest, i.e., In this 
2 2 

study, l = 0.005 inches and am = 4.42 ft /hr, hence t /am = 

7.4 x 70”4 seconds. The time interval of interest was 0.02 

seconds, the integration increment used in the numerical e- 

valuation of Eq. 3. Thus, the first order approximation is 

valid for the surface temperature thermometers used in this 

study. 

In the experimental setup, three of the thermometers 

described above were used. These were located so that the 

heat transfer rate distribution along the wall from a point 

near the nozzle throat to the exit plane of the nozzle could 

be estimated; see Figure 2. Assuming an axisymmetric distri¬ 

bution, the total heat transfer per unit time to the wall can 

be obtained by integration, for any specific time. 
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' -BOUNDARY LAYER' HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSES 

It is desired to compare the experimentally determined 

heat transfer rates with the available solutions for the 

convective heat transfer from a high velocity non-reacting 

gas and from a high velocity reacting gas. Although the 

arc-jet facility used produces an extremely high velocity 

flow, the flow is laminar by virtue of the very low densities 

encountered over the range of experimental interest of this 

study. Laminar flow is assumed in all cases. The flow a- 

long the nozzle wall is assumed to be flow over a flat plate, 

and the usual boundary layer assumptions are presumed to be 

valid. It is further assumed that the ratio of specific 

heats is constant. 

For a laminar boundary layer, in the absence of gas re¬ 

actions and radiation, with a constant specific heat ratio, 

the local heat transfer rate to a flat surface is given by 

Eckert (2) as 

The prime notation denotes that the fluid properties are 

evaluated at a reference temperature T', given by (2) as, 

(4) 

0.5(TW-Tt) + 0.2ZCX - TeV 15) 

Tr is the temperature for which the convective heat transfer 

to the surface is zero. It is defined by 
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Tr Te 

X 
r u.« 

2 cp 
v (G) 

where r is the temperature recovery factor. It has been 

shown by various investigators (for example, (2)) that 

for laminar flow, 

f = fp? , (7> 

Evaluation of C^. /2 yields 

L _ 0.33 2. /°' ue Cp 

1= (R4)"‘ (R-V' 

r z 
r ti* 

2 c. 
+ Te 

(s) 

In the derivation of Eq, 4, the assumption was made 

that the gas is non-reacting. Although the working fluid 

was partially ionized, this equation was used to determine 

if the gas reactions were significant. Since there is a 

high specific energy release associated with any recombi¬ 

nation process, the heat transfer to the surface may be 

substantially increased. For this reason, gas reactions 

must be included in a boundary layer analysis. The boundary 

layer is assumed to be frozen, i.e», the concentrations 

of the various species are constant. This means that the 

degree of ionization is constant across the boundary layer, 

Catalytic recombination is assumed at the wall, as this is 

a limiting case. 

For a frozen boundary layer on a flat plate and with 

a frozen free stream, Dorrance(3) obtains the following ex- 
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pression for the local heat transfer rate 

4 = /®e 
ue 5 (9) 

where the subscript r means evaluation at the recovery 

temperature (Eq. 6). 1^ is the partial enthalpy, defined 

by 

i„ - - ■£ 'i*1* • oo) 
L 

h? is the enthalpy of formation of species i and c^ is 
"fch 

the mass fraction of the i species, A plasma is con¬ 

sidered a ternary mixture of ideal monatomic gases, con¬ 

sisting of atoms, ions, and electrons. Thus 

Y = <A + C4A’ + > («a) 
L 

which reduces, for a partially ionized gas, to 

£*« K - o-x)h> K; via. mA 

where x is the degree of ionization. Since h =0 and 

where E is the ionization energy, the summation term of 

Eq. 10 becomes 

011) 

cm 

^ CiK = xE . 03) 
L 

2 
I is the total enthalpy (I0=h+u/2). It has been 

shown by various workers, ^g., (4), that the enthalpy h, 
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for a partially ionized gas, is 

V* = § O+x) RT +xE • (14) 

Making the various substitutions, Eq, 10 becomes 

I, = !(i+*) RT * ^ • (154 

5 
For frozen flow, c is constant, and equal to 2“R helium. 

Thus 

I IS - Cf,(/+y)T* + <• (15 b) 
z 

The partial enthalpy at a surface, with zero convective heat 

transfer, is 

(I>)r = (W* + - 0 * ('6) 

Since x = 0 at the surface(the catalytic wall assumption), 

and u = 0 at the wall, 

w. = f RTH * (Ha) 

ft)w = c f> "Tw • (17 i.) 

Eq. J7b is for frozen flow with constant specific heat. CH 

is the Stanton number and can be expressed as, see Reference 

(3) , 

0.53 5 Cl/a~ 

Re> Pr* 
o&> 

where C = ) /(^ ) • Thus, the heat transfer to a flat 

plate through a frozen boundary layer for the flow of a par- 
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tially ionized gas is 

) (13) 

For the flow of a high enthalpy gas through a conical 

nozzle, for either frozen or equilibrium flow, Burke and 

Bird (5) obtain an empirical expression for the local co¬ 

efficient of friction, in terms of properties evaluated at 

the reference temperature T', given by Eq. 5, The expression 

= _£. = °-°75 , 

/>'< 2 (fu/r* y 

is then substituted into Eq, 4 for C£/2 to yield the local 

heat transfer rate. 

Using Eq's, 8, 19, and 21, the local heat transfer rate 

is computed as a function of time, in so much as the wall 

temperature is varying with time. There is no formulation 

included for a variation of stream properties with time. 

Each equation was applied at a specific point in the nozzle, 

with the properties considered constant with time at that 

point. Eq, 8 is for a non-reacting gas; Eq. 19 is for a re¬ 

acting gas. Both of these equations result from special ad¬ 

aptations of the classical solution of incompressible lami¬ 

nar flow over a flat plate, Eq. 21 is another adaptation of 

this solution in which the coefficient of friction was found 

empirically. This empirical coefficient accounts for some 

(21) 
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of the variations due to conical flow effects on the wall 

friction and hence on the heat transfer. 

Sutherland's relationship for the variation of viscosity 

with temperature, 

H = 
C2 + T 

(22) 

is presumed valid. The constants and C2 are found in Ref¬ 

erence 6, The variation of the thermal conductivity with 

temperature was taken from the tables of Reference 7, 
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EVALUATION OF THE FREE STREAM PROPERTIES 

The stagnation state of a partially ionized gas, in 

chemical and thermal equilibrium, flowing through a nozzle, 

is completely determined if the critical mass flow rate and 

the stagnation pressure are known (8). Once the stagnation 

properties are specified, the solution for the inviscid, one¬ 

dimensional flow through a diverging nozzle can be obtained, 

for either equilibrium or frozen flow, at any cross-section 

in the nozzle. A recent investigation (9) has shown that 

there is very little difference in the frozen and equilibrium 

solutions for the ranges of interest in this study. The flow 

was assumed to be frozen. The specific heat at constant 
5 

pressure, Cp, is constant and has its frozen value of ^R. 

Since ideal conical flow is a source flow, the velocity 

distribution is not one-dimensional, but is a spherical cap, 

with its vertex at the apex of the cone. However, at the 

nozzle centerline, the two profiles have a common point. 

Thus, the evaluation of the properties at the centerline of 

the nozzle for a one-dimensional flow may be applied to con¬ 

ical flow at the centerline. The values of the inviscid free 

stream properties were obtained at the distance X, shown in 

Figure 3, 

In order to evaluate the free stream properties, the 

cross-sectional area of the inviscid, one-dimensional flow 

must be determined. Due to the growth of the boundary layer 

along the nozzle wall, this cross-sectional area of inviscid 
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flow does not correspond to the physical area at the point of 

interest. If an effective radius is defined as 

1 etf = ecx - s , (23) 

the effective area of frictionless flow is determined. 0C 

is the cone half angle, in radians, S* is the boundary layer 

displacement thickness, X is the radius of the source flow 

(see Figure 3). Burke and Bird (5) suggest the following 

empirical relation for $ : 

s* = 
0.43 S 

(W) 
r \ o. s (24) 

which may be rewritten in a more convenient form as 

o.7 
O. 49 S 

(2 5) 

The prime again indicates property evaluation at T* , as given 

by Eq. 5. The determination of S* depends on the local free 

stream values(i.e., T' = fn[Te]), so an iteration procedure 

must be used to solve for the displacement thickness. How¬ 

ever, a determination of the quantity /o’ue//u ’ can be obtain¬ 

ed approximately if the stagnation pressure and temperature 

are known, along with the geometry of the nozzle. It has 

been shown (10) that the expression (^.G) 

= 1. 875 x 107 -zr 
1 

fx' T0 [o-151 ♦ 
yields a good approximation for yo'Ug/pL' for Mach numbers 

greater than about 4. Thus knowing P0 in psia, and TQ in 
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°R, the iteration for S* is circumvented. S is the distance 

along the nozzle wall measured from the throat; r" is the ra- 

dius of the throat. The area ratio is given by A/A = 

Crej-£] /r . The properties of the frozen, inviscid free 

stream were calculated using this effective cross-sectional 

area. Figure 4 shows an average boundary layer profile for 

the tests conducted in this investigation. 
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EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND TEST CONDITIONS 

The experimental testing was performed with the stabi¬ 

lized arc-jet blowdown tunnel described in Reference (11). 

The arc is stabilized by two methods: first, by a vortex mo¬ 

tion of the gas created by its tangential entry into the arc 

chamber; and second, by passing the arc current through a 

coil, inducing a magnetic field that tends to rotate the arc 

in the same direction as the vortex. Power for the arc was 

supplied by a 540 kilowatt direct-current generator. 

The vacuum system was maintained by a mercury diffusion 

vacuum pump. The maximum allowable back pressure for test¬ 

ing was 200 x 10“3 mm of mercury(200 microns). The facility 

has a minimum pressure of approximately 10 microns. The 

working fluid was helium, supplied through a calibrated ori¬ 

fice 0.020 inches in diameter. The supply pressure was held 

constant at 60 psig. The input voltage was held constant at 

about 66 volts. This was done to keep the flow conditions 

as constant as possible. Thses values resulted in stagnation 

pressures ranging from 5.58 psia to 8.9 psia, and input pow¬ 

ers ranging from 33.1 kilowatts to about 39 kilowatts. The 

mass flow rate was 0.067 grams per second. All measurable 

quantities of interest were recorded on a Minneapolis-Honey- 

well Model 1012 Visicorder, 

The electrode spacing was changed from that recommended 

in Reference (11) to a value of 0.135 inches. This change 

was necessary to accomodate some minor modifications of the 
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facility required for this work. 

The gas was expanded through a converging-diverging noz¬ 

zle. The diverging portion of the nozzle was conical and was 

fabricated from teflon. The throat section of the nozzle was 

made of boron nitride to prevent erosion and sublimation of 

the throat section. It has been shown (10) that the optium 

area ratio(ratio of exit plane and throat areas) for this 

type facility is between 75 and 100. The optium cone half 

angle is about 30 degrees. The nozzle used in this study had J 
an area ratio of 81 and a cone half angle of 20°. The 20° 

half angle is only slightly less efficient from the stand¬ 

point of thrust produced, than the 30° angle. The smaller 

angle was chosen to provide more wall length for instrumen¬ 

tation. 

The heat transfer measurements were made using the ther¬ 

mometer described previously; namely, a thin copper plate 

cemented to a "large" piece of boron nitride(Figure 1). The 

copper disk was 0.125 inches in diameter and 0.005 inches 

thick. The plate was held to the boron nitride by Sauereisen 

cement. A chromel-alumel thermocouple was spotwelded to the 

back side of the plate. The thermocouple wire was 36 Brown 

and Sharpe gauge(approximately 0.005 inches in diameter) and 

was insulated with teflon. This small size made heat conduc¬ 

tion through the thermocouple leads negligible. The effects 

of the cement were neglected, since the layer was thin and, 

also, the properties of the cement are of the same order of 



magnitude as those of boron nitride. 

A precise calibration of the surface temperature ther¬ 

mometers proved to be difficult. The calibration was final¬ 

ly made using boiling water. The water was heated to the 

boiling point in a large calorimeter; it was stirred contin- 

ously. The temperature of the water was monitored with a 

bare chrome1-alumel thermocouple, using a standard potentio¬ 

meter. This measurement was checked simultaneously using a 

mercury-in-glass thermometer. The entire nozzle was sub¬ 

merged in the boiling water and allowed to remain several 

minutes, until a steady state temperature throughout the 

nozzle wall was reached. The boiling point temperature was 

then recorded. The heat source was removed from the calori¬ 

meter and the temperature was allowed to decrease to room 

temperature. Measurements were made simultaneously with the 

surface temperature thermometers and the bare thermocouple 

at various intervals. By permitting the water to cool slow¬ 

ly, the calibration was accomplished as an almost steady 

state process, since the temperature measurement was essen¬ 

tially instantaneous at any specific time. The calibration 

of one of the thermometers was checked independently using 

the boiling points of acetone and methanol. 

The locations of the three instruments used are shown 

in Figure 2. This arrangement permitted estimation of both 

the temperature distribution and the heat transfer distribu¬ 

tion along the nozzle wall at any instant of time, from a 
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point near the nozzle throat to a point near the nozzle exit. 

Because of the large temperature gradient along the noz¬ 

zle wall, the question was raised as to the validity of the 

assumption of one-dimensional heat conduction normal to the 

surface. Because of the inherent mathematical difficulties 

involved in an unsteady, two-dimensional heat conduction 

problem, no solution was attempted. An experimental verifi¬ 

cation of the existence or non-existence of a two-dimensional 

effect was attempted, but with no success. As an order of 

magnitude estimate, a steady state, one-dimensional heat flow 

along the nozzle wall was assumed. If the cross-sectional 

area is taken as the frontal area of the plate, i.e,, £D, 

where Z is the thickness of the copper plate and D is the 

plate diameter, then the one-dimensional steady state heat 

conduction may be written as 

where q^ is the rate of heat conduction. The copper was 

chosen, since this would be much more critical than the tef¬ 

lon. Writing the above equation in a finite difference form 

yields 

In this approximation,AL was chosen as the plate diameter, 

D, and the T^'s are the temperatures associated with the po¬ 

sition shown in Figure 5. Taking the values of temperature 

V '= - k.A, iX 
d S 
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from Figure 7, at 0.5 seconds, and Tn at SI equal to 582 °F, 

yields = 3.4 x 10“^ Btu/sec. A one-dimensional steady 

state conduction in the normal direction is, from Figure 8, 

at 0.5 seconds and using the average minimum value, about 
O 

1250 x A Btu/sec,, where A = TVD /4 , the area of the copper 

plate. This yields a value qn *= 0.1 Btu/sec., where qn re¬ 

presents the heat conduction normal to the surface. This is 

about 300 times greater than the axial conduction. Thus, on 

the basis of this very simplified estimation, it is felt that 

any two-dimensional effects are negligible, being of the same 

order of magnitude as the terms neglected in the derivation 

of the heat conduction equation(Eq. 3). 



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The wall temperatures were recorded directly as a 

function of time by the Honeywell recorder. Figures 6 and 

7 show the results of two typical tests for T(t) vs. t, and 

T(t) vs. distance along the nozzle wall, with time as a 

parameter. These temperatures were used in Eq. 3 for T(t). 

The integration increment,^,, was chosen as 0.02 seconds, 

and the integral in Eq. 3 was integrated numerically for 

the heat transfer per unit time per unit area, using an IBM 

1620 Data Processing System. The data at times less than 

0,08 second were complicated by the presence of noise and 

have not been included here. The property values of boron 

nitride, needed for the evaluation of Eq. 3, were taken 

from Reference 12. 

Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the range of the heat trans¬ 

fer rates at nozzle positions SI, S2, and S3, respectively, 

obtained by evaluation of Eq. 3. The lines indicate the 

average maximum and minimum values(as a function of time) 

obtained in the course of this investigation. The differ¬ 

ence in values predicted by the boundary layer solutions, 

averaged over all tests, are compared with the average ex¬ 

perimental values in Table I, The experimental results 

are higher than those obtained using the convection heat 

transfer analyses. The range of variation is from 2.5 to 

10.0, depending on which equation the results are being com' 

pared with, and on the position in the nozzle. 
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Figure 11 is a comparison of the experimentally deter¬ 

mined heat transfer rate with the boundary layer solutions 

for a typical test, at the measurement station nearest the 

throat, position SI. Figures 12 and 13 are for positions 

S2 and S3(nearest the exit of the nozzle), respectively. 

Eq's, 8, 19, and 21 are derived in terms of the local heat 

transfer rate. For laminar flow, the average heat transfer 

rate is twice the local value. In these figures, the aver¬ 

age values are plotted. 

Figure 14 shows the variation of the Nusselt number of 

the free stream with time. Values of the average free stream 

Nusselt number, computed using the heat transfer rates ob¬ 

tained from Eq's. 8, 19, and 21 are also shown on this fig¬ 

ure. All curves are for position SI. Figures 15 and 16 are 

analogous for S2 and S3, respectively. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The comparison of experimentally obtained heat transfer 

rates with those calculated by the convective heat transfer 

theories is rather poor. There are several possible reasons 

for the discreprancies» 

It was observed that the experimental heat transfer 

rate, as obtained from Eq. 3, is quite sensitive in the first 

few increments of time and temperature. Further, it was gen¬ 

erally found that the temperature during the first 0,04 to 

0,06 seconds had to be estimated because the recorder signal 

was destroyed by high frequency "hash" arising from initia¬ 

tion of the arc. Little success resulted from the use of a 

filter circuit. Also, the heat conduction equation was de¬ 

rived as a first order approximation contingent upon the as¬ 

sumption that T(t) is proportional to t*5. in general this 

was observed to be the experimental case near the exit plane 

of the nozzle. However, near the throat this was not the 

condition. Figure 8 shows that the temperature at the throat 

position becomes nearly constant after about 0,50 seconds. 

In some cases, a decrease in the wall temperature was re¬ 

corded after its maximum value had been acquired. Since the 

heat transfer rate should be zero at time equal zero, no al¬ 

lowance is made in this formulation for an initially high wall 

temperature. In some tests, this difference was as high as 

25 °F above room temperature. This condition reflects it¬ 

self in an apparent increase of the heat transfer rate. It 
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was noted that when the first test of a series was run, the 

heat transfer rates were much lower than those obtained in 

subsequent tests of the same series. However, these first 

tests were not as stable as the succeeding tests of the series. 

There is some question as to the use of a thermocouple 

as the temperature-sensing device because of the inherent 

time-lag of this instrument. An attempt was made to compen¬ 

sate for this deficiency, but it was not successful. The 

time-lag was investigated experimentally and found to be ap¬ 

proximately 0.1 seconds for the entire surface temperature 

thermometer. 

The above considerations indicate that modifications of 

the thermometers are necessary to obtain better response, 

particularly in the initial phases of a test. The use of 

thinner copper plates, say 0.001 inches, should improve the 

response of the instrument. It seems reasonable to believe 

that resistance thermometers could be utilized with such a 

thin element. The use of the resistance thermometer would 

increase both the response time and the sensitivity(volts 

per degree) of the thermometer. In the conduction equation, 

some allowance should be made for the case of high initial 

wall temperatures, as was mentioned previously. Also, fur¬ 

ther investigation of the reliability of the assumption of 

one-dimensional conduction in the nozzle wall is necessary. 

An analysis of the results predicted by the convective 

theories is more complex. First, the ideal conditions as- 
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sumed in the derivations of the convection equations are 

probably too restrictive for the experimentally achieved 

situation. These equations are valid for steady, uniform 

and parallel flow(except Eq. 21) along an isothermal flat 

plate, in the absence of radiation. The experimental mea¬ 

surements were made under circumstances which were somewhat 

different than these. Also, the convective heat transfer 

is a sensitive function of the free stream properties. This 

fact is reflected in the results, not presented here, of cal¬ 

culations performed without a correction of the area ratio 

due to the growth of the boundary layer. The convective heat 

transfer was, on the average, smaller by a factor of 3 when 

the physical area ratio was used to evaluate the free stream 

properties. The evaluation of the free stream properties is 

a major problem in arc-jet facilities of the sort employed 

here. Also, if the free stream is in equilibrium, instead 

of the assumed frozen case considered here, the property 

variation will differ, especially at higher values of the 

stagnation pressure and mass flow rate. 

The convection equations are derived for the steady 

state flow condition, but it is quite doubtful that this 

condition truly existed during the tests. It was noted that 

the measured stagnation pressure had a slight increasing ten¬ 

dency in almost all tests, indicating that the stagnation 

state was changing, possibly because of heat transfer to the 

large copper electrodes in the arc chamber. As the tempera- 
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ture of the copper increases, the rate of heat transfer to 

it decreases and the temperature of the gas will go propor¬ 

tionally. An increase in the stagnation temperature of the 

gas is reflected in the recovery temperature, which affects 

both the boundary layer displacement thickness and the heat 

transfer rate through the boundary layer. Since the bound¬ 

ary layer displacement thickness affects the area ratio, the 

free stream properties are affected by such a variation. 

Thus, a time history of the stagnation temperature seems 

necessary. Such a measurement would be extremely difficult 

to obtain experimentally. The free stream properties could 

then be determined as a function of time, and by the assump¬ 

tion of a quasi-steady state, the convective heat transfer 

could be obtained as a function of time, implicitly, with the 

equations presented here. 

Radiation heat transfer is a complex mechanism in any 

flow situation. This is especially true for an arc-jet plas¬ 

ma generator. It appears that radiation may be a significant 

heat transfer mechanism in the region of the throat. It has 

been shown (13) that for a highly ionized gas (temperature 

approximately 10,000 °K) flowing in a constant-area shock 

tube, continuum radiation was the dominant heat loss. In 

the present work, the temperature at the throat approached 

8,000 °K in some cases. Thus, radiation at the throat could 

be quite important as a loss mechanism. Because of the rapid 

cooling of the gas stream due to the expansion, radiation in 
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a region away from the throat may not be too important. 

There is no existing theory to predict radiant heat transfer 

where there is a large variation of the free stream tempera¬ 

ture, such as in a diverging nozzle. This fact further com¬ 

plicates the analysis. Also, the shape factor for this con¬ 

figuration is still undetermined. Robbins and Todd (14) 

present an integral relation for the shape factor for a gen¬ 

eral nozzle which possibly could be adapted to conical noz¬ 

zles. In the exit region of the nozzle, it is doubtful if 

direct radiation from the gas makes a contribution to the 

heat transfer, especially after about 0.5 seconds. However, 

since the exit plane is in view of the throat, direct radia¬ 

tion from the throat area may still make a contribution to 

the heating at the exit region of the nozzle. 

The convective heat transfer equations were derived for 

a wall which was locally isothermal. In the region of the 

exit plane, this assumption is probably reasonably well sat¬ 

isfied. However, in the region of the throat, Figure 7 shows 

that this is definitely not the case. Although the wall may 

eventually become locally isothermal, the gradient along the 

wall is very large. When the free stream properties are con¬ 

stant with distance, the convective heat transfer to a non- 

isothermal surface may be approximated (see Reference (15)). 

For such a situation, the heat transfer rate increases with 

distance along the plate in the direction of the flow. Al¬ 

though the free stream properties are not constant, in the 
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problem under consideration, it might be surmised that the 

heat transfer rate would increase locally with distance, in 

much the same manner. Also, Sparrow and Gregg (16) show that 

there is a deviation from the local quasi-steady heat transfer 

rate caused by a time dependent surface temperature. 

It will be noted that the equation for the reacting gas 

(Eq, 19) predicts a higher heat transfer rate that obtained 

by the non-reacting gas equation (Eq. 8). However, in this 

study the degree of ionization was nearly frozen at 0.1%. 

Tl^is amount of ionization is so small as to cause only a 

small difference in the values predicted by the two equa¬ 

tions. However, at larger degrees of ionization, the dif¬ 

ference would be significantly greater. 
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HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS 

TEST 1008 -POSITION SI 

Po = 6.3 psia To = 11,690 °R (Res)e 
= 379.5 

TIME T HEAT TRANSFER RATE (Btu/ft2 -sec) 

(sec) °R Eq. 8 Eq. 19 Eq. 21 Exp't. 

0.08 579.8 - - 494.0 

.12 595.5 - - 534.7 

.16 628.8 - - - 854.9 

0.20 666.1 108.8 143.6 256.8 1062.2 

.24 693.5 108.4 142.3 256.0 1104.0 

.28 735.0 107.7 140.4 254.9 1405.1 

.32 779.7 107.0 138.5 253.6 1640.0 

.36 830.7 106,2 136.3 252.2 1926.5 

0.40 901.3 105.1 133.4 250.2 2436.8 

.44 950.3 104.3 131,5 248.9 2417.7 

.48 1001,2 103.5 129.5 247.5 2707.1 

.52 1024.7 103.1 128.7 246.8 2239.9 

.56 1040.4 102.9 128.1 246.4 2046,1 

0.60 1050.2 102.8 127.7 246,2 1884.4 

.64 1048.3 102.8 127.7 246.2 1653.6 

.68 1058.1 102.6 127.5 246.0 1654.5 

.72 1062,0 102.5 127.3 245.9 1611.8 

.76 1062.0 102.5 127.3 245.9 1437.6 

0.80 1052.0 102.8 127,7 246.2 1088.0 

* Convection analysis started at 0.20 sec. Reference to 
Figures 11 - 13 indicate that extrapolation to 0,08 sec. 
is permissible. 
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HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS 

TEST 1008 -POSITION S2 

Po = 6 .3 psia To = 11,690 °R (Reg)e 
= 571.9 

TIME Tw HEAT TRANSFER RATE (Btu/ft2 -sec) 

(sec) °R Eq. 8 Eq. 19 Eq. 21 Exp't, 

0.08 571.5 - - - 57,6 

.12 574.0 - - - 163.6 

.16 586.6 - - - 190.0 

0.20 591.1 39,6 52.5 92.7 183.7 

.24 598.7 39.5 52.3 92.6 237.6 

.28 606,2 39,5 52.2 92.5 243.8 

.32 615.3 39.4 52.0 92.4 331.1 

.36 627.4 39,4 51.8 92.3 385.1 

0.40 636.4 39,3 51.7 92.2 435.5 

.44 651.5 39.2 51.4 92.0 541.3 

.48 663.6 39.2 51,2 91.9 546,5 

.52 675.6 39.1 51.0 91.8 597.3 

.56 686.2 39.0 50.8 91,7 584.7 

0.60 696,8 39.0 50.7 91.6 641.2 

.64 707.3 38.9 50.5 91.4 629.5 

.68 713,4 38.9 50.4 91.3 605.4 

.72 722.4 38.8 50.2 91.3 627.5 

.76 728.5 38.8 50.1 91.2 615.4 

0.80 734.5 38.7 50,0 91.1 611.9 
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HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS 

6,3 psia 

°R 

TEST 1008-POSITION S3 

Tc = 11,690 °R (Res)e = 649.1 

HEAT TRANSFER RATE (Btu/ft2-sec) 

Eq. 8 Eq. 19 Eq. 21 Exp’t, 

Po = 

TIME 

(sec) 

0.08 553,5 

.12 557.8 

.16 563.1 

0.20 565,8 34.1 

.24 572.5 34.0 

.28 579.1 34.0 

.32 584.4 34.0 

.36 592.4 33.9 

0.40 603.0 33.9 

.44 612.4 33.8 

.48 620.3 33.8 

.52 629,6 33.8 

.56 637.6 33.7 

0.60 644.3 33.7 

.64 648.3 33.7 

.68 650,9 33.7 

.72 656,2 33.6 

.76 661.6 33.6 

0.80 664.2 33.6 

- - 57.9 

- - 110.3 

- - 142.6 

45.2 80.8 130.9 

45.1 80.7 175.7 

45,0 80.7 219.1 

44,9 80.6 233.9 

44.8 80.5 303.3 

44.6 80,4 353.2 

44.5 80.3 400.4 

44.3 80.3 405,9 

44.2 80.2 439.8 

44.1 80.1 455.7 

44.0 80.0 445.2 

43.9 80.0 410.9 

43.9 80.0 388,9 

43.8 79.9 420.1 

43.7 79.9 420.1 

43,7 79.8 413.6 
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Figure 1. Thermometer Model for Heat Conduction Analysis. 
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Figure 2. Thermometer Locations.. 
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Figure 3. Nozzle geometry for determination of boundary 
layer displacement thickness» 

NOZZLE CENTERLINE 

Figure 4. Average boundary layer displacement thickness 
profile. 
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Figure 6. Surface Temperature as a Function of 

time and Distance Along the Nozzle Wall. 
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Figure 7. Temperature as a function of distance and time. 
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Figure 8. Range of D©ta. Experimentally Determined Heat 
Transfer Rate with a Constant Mass Flow Rate. Data Points 
Indicate Maximum and Minimum Values Obtained at a Particu¬ 
lar Time. 
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Figure 9. Range of Data. Experimentally Determined Heat 
Transfer Bates with a Constant Mass Flow Rate. Data Points 
Indicate Maximum and Minimum Values Obtained at a Particu¬ 
lar Time. 



Time (seconds) 
Figure 10. Range of Data. Experimentally Determined Heat 
Transfer Rates with a Constant Mass Flow Rate. Data Points 
Indicate Maximum and Minimum Values Obtained at a Particu¬ 
lar Time. 
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Figure 11. Comparison of Experimentally Determined 
Heat Transfer Rates with Boundary Layer Solutions. 



Figure 12. Comparison of Experimentally Determined 
Heat Transfer Hates with Boundary Layer Solutions. 
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Figure 13« Comparison of Experimentally Determined 
Heat Transfer Rates with Boundary Layer Solutions. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of Experimental Free Stream Nusselt 
Number with Predicted Free Stream Nusselt Number. 
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15• Comparison of Experimental Free Stream Nusselt 
with Predicted Free Stream Nusselt Number. 
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